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Updated as of 1.15.19

SUNDAY, JUNE 16, 2019
Day Event Tour: Street Art and Historical Tour  
Welcome Reception

MONDAY, JUNE 17, 2019

7:30 – 17:30  
REGISTRATION

8:15 – 8:30  
OPENING REMARKS

8:30 – 9:45  
PANEL I: FROM AMSTERDAM TO BERLIN - AND BEYOND  
A recap and level-setting for all participants of key issues raised at the inaugural Global Private Litigation Conference and discussion points for the day, presented by two internationally renowned scholars, then joined for a forward-looking discussion of legislative developments and events in emerging private enforcement jurisdictions.

9:45 – 10:00  
MORNING COFFEE/NETWORKING BREAK

10:00 - 11:00  
PANEL II: ACCEPTED EVERYWHERE? CREDIT CARDS, TRUCKS - AND BEYOND  
A tour of high-profile private litigation, including charge/credit card networks in various jurisdictions – with questions of market definition and power, class certification and conflicts – as well as the emerging truck cartel cases, among others.

11:00 – 12:00  
PANEL III: POPULIST ANTITRUST: BIG PLATFORMS, BIG SOLUTIONS?  
A look at how Google, Amazon and other technological platforms are being analyzed by competition authorities in the EU, US and elsewhere, and whether existing laws can address the issues raised in a logical and coherent fashion.

12:00 – 13:00  
ON-SITE LUNCH & MESSAGING BREAK

13:00 – 13:30  
INTERVIEW FROM THE BENCH  
Join us for an open discussion of the role of private enforcement, including the interplay of EC settlement decisions, class procedures, and the damages directive.

13:30 – 14:30  
PANEL IV: CAN I SEE THAT? DISCOVERY ACROSS BORDERS  
The panel likely will open many eyes to new methods and arguments for obtaining discovery in global litigation, such as employing Section 1782 in the United States.

14:30 – 15:30  
PANEL V: THINKING CRITICALLY ABOUT PASS-ON AND CONTRIBUTION  
Distinguished jurists and scholars bring life to the hard issues of pass-on and contribution, of cy pres relief as policy, of remoteness concerns in EU private damage litigation, of the US answers in Illinois Brick and Associated General Contractors, and of the EU’s Principle of Effectiveness versus compensation for all injured.

15:30 – 15:45  
AFTERNOON COFFEE/NETWORKING BREAK

15:45 - 17:00  
PANEL VI: CASE STUDY ROLE-PLAY: A HYPOTHETICAL GLOBAL SETTLEMENT

17:00 – 17:30  
CONCLUDING REMARKS ROUNDTABLE: A NEW WORLD: THE IN-HOUSE PERSPECTIVE  
Perspectives from the “principals”: Potential worldwide corporate litigants offer their thoughts on global recovery and highlight a key point of interest that they’ve learned.

17:30 – 18:30  
RECEPTION

19:30  
OPEN DINE-AROUNDS
Scholarship:
Financial scholarship applications are available for this conference. To request an application or receive additional information, contact: at-registrar@americanbar.org
For courses costing over $500, attorneys who qualify will receive at least a 50% reduction in the course fees. This does not include any reduction in meals, lodging, or travel costs associated with the course.

Continuing Legal Education (CLE):
The ABA will seek [TBA] hours of CLE credit in 60-minute states, and [TBA] hours of CLE credit for this program in 50-minute states. Credit hours are estimated and are subject to each state’s approval and credit rounding rules. Please visit the program website at https://ambar.org/atplaintiffs for program CLE details or visit www.americanbar.org/mcle for general information on CLE at the ABA.